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NOTIFICATION

Sub.: Regarding Break in Continuation/Restoration of Seats in the
courses w.e.f. session 2022'23 onwards.

I.K. Gujral punjab Technical University is determined to upgrade the level of

technicjl education in the state of Punjab. In this endeavor for excellence, University

has stafted the analysis of various parameters related to standards of Technical

Education. By taking into consideration the low admission in the previous year and

the vacant seats liying in the institutes, the following policy for the Break-in-

Continuation/Restoration of seats of affiliated college (Both UGC and AICTE) is

framed by the UniversitY:

1. Institutes will apply for break in continuation/restoration of seats to the

University as per'calendar issued by the University along with details of the

courses and seats, institute can surrender seats in unit size or its multiple to

the UniversitY.

Z. These seats can be restored by the institutes in the future sessions with the

prior approval from the University by charging application process and

continuation fee as aPPlicable.

3. University will not charge continuation fee for the reduced unit size during the

period of break in continuation.

4. Excess continuation fee already deposited by the institutes for previous session

will be adjusted in continuation fees for the next year'

5. In case of reduction in seats/break in continuation/closure of course, the

continuation fees for any academic session shall be charged based on the

sanctioned intake of that session only. These norms will be applicable w.e.f

2022-23 onwards.

The is issued vide e-office file No. D-33/72912022-CD (Computer No.74556).

Dated: O7.O9.2O22

(Dr. S.K. Mishra)
Registrar
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Dated: O7.O9.2O22Endst. No. IKGPTU/REG/N F t CD t 635 -631

A copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and necessary

action please.

1. Secietary to Vice Chancellor: for kind information of Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor.

2. Dean Academics, IKGpTU: circulate to all PrincipaUDirector, affiliated colleges of

the University and Director, Constituent Campuses of IKGPTU.

3. Director, College Development, IKGPTU

4. All HODs (Teaching and Non-Teaching), IKGPTU

5. Incharge (ITS): for uploading on official website


